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0 of 0 review helpful Attainment of Information As Important as Information Itself By Cabin Dweller To further 
appreciate the point of view of 19th century Russians and their sharp divisions of class if not race and definitely also 
of religion read this work by Mikhail Lermontov As with Tales from the Underground and Pushkin and Tolstoy and 
Fathers and Sons etc we see enduring themes of man s communication with an After all that how you might wonder 
could one not become a fatalist Here is a fine new translation of the first great Russian novel A Hero of Our Time 
which brings tales of Romantic adventure to a new pitch of intensity and reflection Lermontov s hero Pechorin is a 
young army officer posted to the Caucasus where his adventures amorous and reckless do nothing to alleviate his 
boredom and cynicism World weary and sel 
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